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#EcoQueerPlanet 
This exhibition is the result of a series of 
workshops where we met to sew and draw. It is 
based on contact and emotion, the bond created 
through the practice of sewing scraps of material 
which included bits of a world map and furry 
animal prints, and through drawing hybrid 
beings comprising animals, plants, technology. 

Nowadays, there are many digital hashtags, but 
we wove the #ecoqueerplanet with our hands 
in order to subvert “insta” code and insert a 
political discourse into social media: hashtag 
changeofsystem. It is not like #climatechange, 
#climateemergency, #sixthextinction, concepts 
as big as the toxic infrastructures power 
builds while talking about “the change to a 
sustainable system.” These concepts nullify 
our will, encourage us not to worry and to leave 
everything in the hands of the experts, the hands 
of political and cultural institutions that have 
long become obsolete.

#ecoqueerplanet also traces a cartography of 
expressions of sexual and gender dissidence in 
rural spaces because we queers are everywhere. 
Our body’s source of energy is microscopic, the 
result of a symbiotic relationship with a bacterium 
which invaded our cells millenia ago. We will 
build our resistance up from this microscopic 
scale, until little by little we reach tipping point. 

La Erreria (House of Bent), Valencia, 2022

We are mammals. We are bacteria, reptiles, 
ȥǦśǳȾȴҽԡśǯȥƺǇŹǇśǳȴҽԡˇȴƺҼԡąƑԡśȪƑԡśԡȪśſƑҽԡ
śǳԡǇǳˇǳǇȾƑԡȪśſƑҼԡąƑԡƺśɦƑԡǳǿԡƭƑǳƇƑȪҽԡǳǿԡ
ȴƑɱɉśǦǇȾɳҼԡąƑԡśȪƑԡˈɉǇƇҽԡƺɳŹȪǇƇҽԡſǿǯȥǦƑɱҼԡ
A thread connects us, to this planet, to 
each other. And it’s not just the genetic 
material of which we are made. We have 
always been like this, until the last second 
ǿƫԡȾƺƑԡǦśȴȾԡƇśɳҽԡɫƺƑǳԡśԡˇƭɉȪƑԡśȥȥƑśȪƑƇҽԡśԡ
(hu)man who decided to divide, classify, 
dominate. He created concepts, borders, 
barriers to separate what has value from 
what does not. Suddenly we become 
garbage – trash. Now he is preparing 
to launch into space to look for another 
planet to colonize. But there is no planet B. 

Meanwhile, we continue to weave, unite, 
build, rebel because we have existed 
since before God, country and capital. We 
breathe, crawl, squawk, hop, chew, digest, 
howl, love, fuck… 

We are the citizens of EcoQueerPlanet 
and like the birds who migrate between 
Africa and Europe each year, we recognise 
no borders. Queer ruptures the binary 
code, and stands against all forms of 
discrimination based on race, colour, sex, 
gender and class.
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Being animal is anti-capital(ist)1 
Graham Bell Tornado  

Pasacalle (R)evolucionario
Valencia, 26/05/2017
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E*T*F* Workshops 
April - June 2022, Polytechnic University of Valencia

A series of Eco*Trans*Formative 
Workshops that began with an introduction 
to the concepts of queer ecology and 
ecotransfeminism and continued with 
practical exercises, including collaborative 
drawings and the production of a textile 
banner, which were included in the exhibition.
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Grotesqueer (2022)
Exquisite corpse drawings by the E*T*F* collective: Aitana Campos, Carlos Dopateo, Montserrat Hervás, William James, 
Martin Kámen, Azul Macas Moreno, Salva Mateu, Lourdes Santamaria, Anna Maria Staiano, Graham Bell Tornado, Chris X 

ØƺȪǿɉƭƺԡśԡȥȪśſȾǇſƑԡǿƫԡſǿǦǦƑſȾǇɦƑԡƇȪśɫǇǳƭҽԡɫƑԡſȪƑśȾƑƇԡśԡȴƑȪǇƑȴԡǿƫԡƺɳŹȪǇƇԡˇƭɉȪƑȴԡſǿǯȥȪǇȴǇǳƭԡƺɉǯśǳҽԡśǳǇǯśǦԡśǳƇԡȾƑſƺǳǿǦǿƭǇſśǦԡſǿǯȥǿǳƑǳȾȴҾԡȾƺƑԡƭȪǿȾƑȴȨɉƑƑȪȴҼԡ
These creatures are based on the classical Roman decorative style of the grotesques -a mixture of humans, mythological creatures and architectural 
elements- which were precursors of what Donna Haraway would call the “cyborg”, a combination of the organic and the technological.
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#EcoQueerPlanet (2022)
Banner sewn by the E*T*F* collective: Aitana Campos, Carlos Dopateo, Montserrat Hervás, William James, Martin Kámen, 
Azul Macas Moreno, Salva Mateu, Lourdes Santamaria, Anna Maria Staiano, Graham Bell Tornado, Chris X
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Frames from video courtesy of the 
Institute of Queer Ecology and DIS

Metamorphosis (2020)
Institute of Queer Ecology
queerecology.org

Metamorphosis is a 3-part proposal by the Institute 
of Queer Ecology which follows the  three life stages 
of holometabolous insects: bugs who undergo 
a “complete metamorphosis”.. Relying on this 
metaphorical transformation, IQECO aims to help 
catalyze a planet-wide transformation from the 
prevailing extractive relationship with the earth to one 
characterized by regeneration and care: a shift from 
making “nature” subservient, to working with the 
natural world and, in that process, remaking ourselves 
and our relationships—to each other, and the world. 

Queerness, we claim, is a strategy as important as 
imagination, rooted as it is in a history of establishing 
alternative worlds of mutual support and care that 
bloom in the spaces underneath and between this one.

A body breaks down and a new one forms from the 
same material. 

This change comes from within.

http://queerecology.org
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Frames and text from the mp4 video, 6 minutes

A classical ideal

For nature I should now understand

of order, control and self-mastery. That was the principal that 
imposed itself on the unruliness of nature

the body.

in the form of rules, straight lines and right angles.

Ø͖̂ޡʲ̞͊ΕܽޡΕ͖ޡς˨˨ͼܽޡΕ͖ޡΕ˨͆ː̽˨͖ܽ̑ޡς˨ν˨ޡː̞˨Խϊܽ

I now saw that such symmetry was only temporary and at some point 
nature would predominate once more.

was to be under the command of the body.

About Architecture without Architecture (2022)
William James

Conceived to contemplate the relations between ecology 
and gender construction (ecogender), this video collage 
combines scavenged audiovisual footage to expose the 
predominant representational system in which certain 
masculinities act as the counterpoint to nature, hinting at 
the various gendered duos that sustain western culture:
nature/culture, space/architecture, mind/body, 
reason/eroticism, etc.
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Anpassung/Adaptación (2013)
Pilar Soto
pilar-soto.wixsite.com/art-nature-ecology

The need for adaptation requires a natural process of mutation. During the transformation, 
the being appears vulnerable, as she exposes her impulse towards a new state. The roots 
ȾƺśȾԡƇƑˇǳƑƇԡƺƑȪԡśȪƑԡȾƺƑԡƫśſƑԡǿƫԡƺƑȪԡȥȪƑȴƑǳſƑҼԡÍƺƑԡˇǳśǦǦɳԡȾȪśǳȴſƑǳƇȴԡśǳƇԡˇǳƇȴԡŹśǦśǳſƑԡŹɳԡ
understanding that her being is an integral part of the whole.

http://pilar-soto.wixsite.com/art-nature-ecology
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Terra Love  (2022)
Anne Barton de Mayor and Graham Bell Tornado
abadiaseven.com

A collaborative project to celebrate Earth Day 2022. 
Anne’s textile art and the unusual architecture of the 
walled houses of Villafranca del Cid – built beside 
a deep ravine – formed the context for an action in 
which Graham recited the 25 ways to make love to 
the Earth by Beth Stephens and Annie Sprinkle as 
both a vindication of their ecosex philosophy and the 
presence of gender dissidents in the rural world.

http://abadiaseven.com
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ÀƺǿȾǿȴԡſǿɉȪȾƑȴɳԡǿƫԡÄҼÄҼԡwǿǳƑȴԡśǳƇԡØƺƑśȾȪƑԡ�˄ƑǳȴǇɦƑҼԡ
Poster design: Hoshi Hana

25 ways to make love to the earth (2018 version)
Dirty Sexecology (performance, 2009)
Beth Stephens and Annie Sprinkle
sprinklestephens.org 

“Developing ecosex theories and practices has led us to ask 
questions about where the body begins and ends. What 
inanimate or nonhuman materials and creatures make up our 
bodies?Are our bodies connected to everything on Earth? If 
so,how? If not,why? Do our bodies stop at our skin, or do they 
end at the edges of our biome cloud or beyond? If our biome 
clouds are mingling and reproducing with the biome clouds 
of others, are we having some kind of sex? When our biome 
clouds interconnect with those of our animal companions, 
ƇǿƑȴԡȾƺśȾԡƺśɦƑԡśǳԡƑ˄ƑſȾԡǿǳԡɉȴҽԡśǳƇԡǇƫԡȴǿҽԡɫƺśȾԡǠǇǳƇӃ

[...] With ecosex, we are in part trying to move toward 
an increasingly experiential way of being in our 
multidimensional bodies. This is in direct opposition to 
thinking of our bodies as merely physical instruments meant 
to reproduce or provide labour for a handful of billionaires, 
their corporations and their stockholders- bodies that go to 
work, return home and consume products. It´s about coming 
ȾǿƭƑȾƺƑȪҽԡˇǳƇǇǳƭԡǿɉȪԡȴƺśȪƑƇԡƺɉǯśǳǇȾɳԡɫƺƑǳԡȥǿɫƑȪԡŹȪǿǠƑȪȴԡ
and money grubbers try to divide us. Ecosexuality is a 
liberatory way of thinking about and being in one´s body. It is, 
as Michel Foucault would have said, an ars erotica, or erotic 
art rather than a science of sexuality.”

B. Stephens & A. Sprinkle, 
Assuming the Ecosexual Position -The Earth as Lover 

(2021, University of Minnesota Press)

http://sprinklestephens.org%20
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Photos courtesy of AVAN

La Reina del Antropoceno (2021)
Fran Quiroga
franquiroga.gal   

La Reina del Antropoceno (The Queen of the 
Anthropocene) is a character who returns from 
the future from time to time and alerts us to the 
loss of genetic diversity, the sixth extinction or the 
consequences of climate change.

http://franquiroga.gal%20%20%20
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Ephemeral performance 
in the orange grove

Caldo (2021)
Aitana Cerdán Campos

Through the culinary process of a recipe, I submit my 
body to a ritual bath, in which I cook myself. With 
ɦƑȪɳԡƺǿȾԡɫśȾƑȪҽԡǯɳԡˈƑȴƺԡǇȴԡſǿǿǠƑƇԡɫǇȾƺԡśԡſǿǯŹǇǳśȾǇǿǳԡ
of ingredients, spices and leaves. I want to reconcile 
myself with the natural space that surrounds me. 

The space chosen to carry out the action relates to my 
awareness of a local agricultural problem, approached 
from an artistic and ecofeminist perspective. The 
waste of Valencian oranges due to a lack of demand 
by the food sector has been a problem for several 
decades... I propose this culinary ritual in order for us 
to get closer to our native Valencian roots. To connect 
with an essence that has been lost in the city, which I 
ǿǳǦɳԡˇǳƇԡǇǳԡȾƺƑԡȾǿɫǳԡɫƺƑȪƑԡeԡƭȪƑɫԡɉȥҼ
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Photos by Richard Kaby

Rhino Requiem (2019)
Thierry Alexandre with Timebomb Theatre
thierryalexandre.com   

“Rhino Requiem kickstarted upon the death of Sudan, the world’s last male White Rhino. It was set up to engage 
individuals and audiences within a grieving process to enable them to overcome the weight of sorrow and thus 
become empowered to take radical action in their own lives to protect the Earth’s biodiversity.” 

Thierry’s work is often described as a grand scale baroque odyssey: exploring boundaries between the sacred 
and the profane, using mythology, symbolism and surrealist shamanistic rituals to create immersive, site-
ȴȥƑſǇˇſԡȾƺƑśȾȪǇſśǦԡǇǳȾƑȪɦƑǳȾǇǿǳȴҽԡƑɱɉƇǇǳƭԡɦǇȾśǦǇȾɳԡȾƺȪǿɉƭƺԡȾƺƑǇȪԡɉǳǇȨɉƑԡȴȾɳǦƑҽԡƇƑƑȥԡƺɉǯśǳǇȾɳԡśǳƇԡɦɉǦǳƑȪśŹǇǦǇȾɳҼ

http://thierryalexandre.com%20%20%20
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Using light as the body of the work and in long-
ȾƑȪǯԡȥȪǿſƑȴȴƑȴԡɫǇȾƺԡſǿǯǯɉǳǇȾǇƑȴԡˇƭƺȾǇǳƭԡŹśſǠҽԡɫƑԡ
ask ourselves about the origin of our energy and 
the problems caused by extractivism. This project is 
part of the Todo es Luz (All is Light) series, produced 
between 2017-2020.
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Neocolonialism (2017)
Bea Million in collaboration with the Assembly 
of Native Peoples of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
beatrizmillon.net

http://beatrizmillon.net
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The P.I.N.Q. network of nature reserves, has been created to protect abandoned lots, warehouses and factories, spaces that show the remains of 
our industrial past, which is gradually being erased by the colonization processes of nature. 

Nature conservation has often been associated with a conservative policy that displaces indigenous peoples from their lands in favor of 
ƺɉǳȾǇǳƭҽԡˇȴƺǇǳƭԡǿȪԡƑɦƑǳԡƭȪƑƑǳԡɦśſśȾǇǿǳԡśſȾǇɦǇȾǇƑȴԡӞƑſǿӪȾǿɉȪǇȴǯӟҼԡØǿԡȴɉŹɦƑȪȾԡȾƺƑȴƑԡȥȪśſȾǇſƑȴҽԡȾƺƑȴƑԡȥǿȴȾӪǇǳƇɉȴȾȪǇśǦԡȥǦśſƑȴԡśȪƑԡƇƑȴǇƭǳśȾƑƇԡśȴԡ
“safe” spaces, both for the plant and animal species that live there and for women and LGBTQI+ people. These spaces are protected, not 
for the value of their industrial ruins, testimony to the processes of globalization by which production has moved to countries where there 
is an unprotected labour force, but because they house ecosystems made up of pioneer species of plants, insects, birds, etc... that have 
adapted to live in often toxic conditions.

Sign, map of the network 
and photographs

P.I.N.Q. Park Project (2013-)
La Erreria (House of Bent)
erreriahouseofbent.com
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Photographs by Macarena Soto, 
Coral Ortiz and Javier Cabana

Agrocuir Festival (2013-)
Colectivo Agrocuir da Ulloa 
festivalagrocuir.wordpress.com

The Agrocuir da Ulloa FestivalԡǇȴԡśԡǳǿǳӪȥȪǿˇȾԡ
initiative that has been held in the rural area of 
Lugo for the past seven years. The festival aims 
to vindicate sexual and gender diversity in rural 
areas. Giving visibility to historically invisible 
groups – transsexual, bisexual, intersex, asexual 
and other sexual minorities– is a central part 
of our work. In addition, this festival addresses 
challenges facing contemporary society such as 
the defense of native forests, the construction of 
participatory and inclusive communities, gender 
equality, intergenerationality, the depopulation 
of the countryside, the recovery of memory or 
the enhancement of the tangible and intangible 
heritage of the district. Addressing these grassroots 
issues, the festival has become a initiative that 
empowers the local community and helps to break 
down the existing stigmas about the rural.

http://festivalagrocuir.wordpress.com
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Queer Octopus (2022)
Lourdes Santamaría

Queer Octopus/Squid is a collage made up of artists, 
animals, and plants that slide between ambiguity, 
androgyny, and hermaphrodism, and come to meet, 
or miss each other, on a sheet of rice paper that acts 
as a dissection table. My inspiration comes from the 
androgynous beings that Leonor Fini drew for her 
Fruits de la Passion series, and from Rampova, artist 
and member of the cabaret group Ploma2, who, with 
her androgynous appearance, made sexual ambiguity 
the mark of her identity... The stigma is the gateway 
ƫǿȪԡȥǿǦǦƑǳԡǇǳԡˈǿɫƑȪǇǳƭԡȥǦśǳȾȴҼԡZǿɫƑɦƑȪҽԡǇǳԡȴǿſǇƑȾɳҽԡśԡ
stigma is a mark or sign, supernatural in the case of 
the saints or the Passion of Christ, or imposed with 
a hot iron or hurtful words, as a sign of slavery or 
infamy on the body of an individual or a whole group 
and all that is Queer. And this is where Fini and her 
Fruits de la Passion, the stigmas and the vindication of 
the word Queer crystallize.
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Biophilia (2022)
Martin Kámen
martinkamen.cz   

Millions of years ago, plants chose to forgo mobility 
in favour of life rooted in one place, embedded in a 
particular context or environment. The life of a plant is 
a constant and sensitive response to its environment: 
a process of growth, problem solving, nutrition and 
transformation, which takes place at speeds and scales 
ɦƑȪɳԡƇǇ˄ƑȪƑǳȾԡƫȪǿǯԡǿɉȪԡǿɫǳҼԡeǳԡȾƺǇȴԡȾǇǯƑԡǿƫԡſȪǇȴǇȴԡśǳƇԡ
global change, there has perhaps never been a better 
ȾǇǯƑԡȾǿԡȪƑˈƑſȾԡśǳƇԡǦƑśȪǳԡƫȪǿǯԡȾƺƑǯҼ
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http://martinkamen.cz%20%20%20
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Residuos (2022) from the series El viaje de los locos
Toni Cordero
instagram.com/tonocromatic 

El viaje de los locos (Journey of the mad) is a very 
personal photographic project about people who have 
decided to begin a change of life, to move towards the 
ɉǳǠǳǿɫǳҽԡˈƑƑǇǳƭԡƫȪǿǯԡȴǿſǇśǦԡȥȪƑȴȴɉȪƑҽԡśǳƇɫǇǦǦǇǳƭǦɳԡ
expressing their fears and vulnerabilities  in order to 
tell their own stories.
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Adoración Natural (2010)
Cristina Polop and Toni Cordero
cristinapolop.com
instagram.com/tonocromatic   

“This photograph formed part of an installation in the form of a dosel, a local tradition 
whereby a small shrine is set up in the window of a house, opening the private space 
onto the street to display the icon of a saint or Madonna. The front window of the gallery 
became a semi-public space, where passersby could see the subversive installation. A tree 
was decorated with images of the artists, their naked bodies blending into the soil and 
the natural landscape. Using the language of fashion photography to promote the idea 
that beauty is subjective and that bodies decay and eventually form part of the soil in the 
natural cycle of regeneration.”

Graham Bell Tornado, 
Ecogender X (2019)

http://cristinapolop.com%20%20%20
http://cristinapolop.com%20%20%20
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Jandro (2020)
Edward Vicens Luna 
edwardvicensluna.blogspot.com

ąƺśȾԡeԡǦƑśȪǳƑƇԡŹɳԡȪƑˈƑſȾǇǳƭԡǯɳȴƑǦƫԡ

I look at myself in the mirror,
But I’m a monster!
Although I am
a gentle monster..
Look at me! Look at me well!
Do you like me?
Do you think I’m useful?
Talk to me, tell me
what you feel!
Do you believe that anything
makes sense?

I’m just a monster
One more monster...
But a gentle monster

 
Jandro’s song for 
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http://cristinapolop.com%20%20%20
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Lamb (2007)
Samantha Sweeting
instagram.com/samanthaksweeting/

The work is a tender exploration into cross-species metamorphosis 
and breast-feeding, which works with the erotic as a meeting place for 
love, mortality and sexual desire. The / my female body is experienced 
as a site for performance and a generator of broken narratives that 
ȴƑƑǠԡȾǿԡǇǳȾƑȪȪǿƭśȾƑԡȪƑȥȪƑȴƑǳȾśȾǇǿǳȴԡǿƫԡƫƑǯǇǳǇǳǇȾɳԡśǳƇԡȴƑɱɉśǦԡƇǇ˄ƑȪƑǳſƑҼҼҼԡ
These bodies are conjoined with animal bodies bringing about a tender 
interchangeability between human and animal, informed by myth, fairy-
tale, religious iconography and natural history museum. Like the Charles 
Perrault fairy-tale, I hide behind my Peau d’Ane disguise, separating 
my body from my autobiography. Beauty and Beast coincide, and the 
transformation into animal form is seen as a movement towards ‘nature’ 
and a process of becoming-feral.
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http://instagram.com/samanthaksweeting/
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Savouring dirt (2022)
Chiara Sgaramella
chiarasgaramella.com 

This series of prints stems from an investigation of 
the soil, understood as a living community made up 
ǿƫԡǯɉǦȾǇȥǦƑԡǇǳȾƑȪƇƑȥƑǳƇƑǳȾԡȴȥƑſǇƑȴҼԡØƺƑԡȥǇƑſƑȴԡȪƑˈƑſȾԡ
on the complexity of this ecosystem, essential for life, 
śǳƇԡǿǳԡȾƺƑԡƇǇ˄ƑȪƑǳȾԡɫśɳȴԡǇǳԡɫƺǇſƺԡǯǿȪƑԡȾƺśǳԡƺɉǯśǳԡ
species take care of human needs. 

The use of natural materials and non-toxic engraving 
techniques responds to the desire to explore the 
poetic charge of organic elements and integrate artistic 
practice into natural cycles.
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Lampyridae (2012) from the series Bolge
Mery Favaretto
vimeo.com/merisma  

The interpretation of the Bolge model came from reading a fragment of note 71z 
of PetróleoҽԡȾƺƑԡɉǳˇǳǇȴƺƑƇԡśǳƇԡǦśȴȾԡɫǿȪǠԡǿƫԡÀǇƑȪԡÀśǿǦǿԡÀśȴǿǦǇǳǇҼԡeǳԡȾƺǇȴԡȥśȴȴśƭƑҽԡ
Pasolini refers to the structure of Hell in Dante’s Divine Comedy, where the Bolges 
represent the second part of hell. The sinners who used malice fraudulently – 
Ȫɉ˅śǳȴҽԡȴƑƇɉſƑȪȴҽԡˈśȾȾƑȪƑȪȴҽԡȴǇǯǿǳǇśſȴҽԡǯśƭǇſǇśǳȴԡśǳƇԡƫǿȪȾɉǳƑӪȾƑǦǦƑȪȴҽԡƺɳȥǿſȪǇȾƑȴҽԡ
thieves, fraudulent advisers, sowers of discord and forgers – are in the Girone delle 
Bolge of Dante’s Inferno. The lampyridae are a family of insects that shine at night 
but their name in Italian -lucciola- also means prostitute. The lampyridae that 
appear in this collage are Pasolini’s prostitutes who light up the night.
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http://vimeo.com/merisma%20%20
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Pianalto landscape hybridization tool: wing (2018)
Pianalto landscape hybridization tool: tools (2018)
Marco Ranieri
marcoranieri.org

After the crops were harvested and the soil plowed, 
a large part of Pianalto became a flat rust-colored 
land, covered with thousands of birds eating 
insects and the corn kernels left from the stripped 
soil. I decided to transform myself into a birdman 
to hybridize with landscape. In Pianalto Landscape 
Hybridization I I crossed a stretch of Pianalto, 
naked, wearing wings made of numida meleagris 
feathers and shaking an ancient shepherd 
instrument that reproduces the sound of birds.

Hemp and linen fabric, Helmeted 
Guineafowl (Numida meleagris) 
feathers, clay from alluvial deposits, 
reed instrument to reproduce the 
sound of birds.  

Hemp and linen fabric, Helmeted 
Guineafowl (Numida meleagris) feathers.

http://marcoranieri.org%20
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Mat(t)er nature. Body-bag +ǿɉŹǦƑԡ�eӪȥśȴȴҼԡ$ɉȴƺǇǿǳҽԡśȪȾǇˇſǇśǦԡˈǿɫƑȪȴ

Mat(t)er nature (2015)
Anna Maria Staiano 
annamariastaiano.com

Double BI-pass (2010)

Mat(t)er nature is a critique of the notion of the earth as mother and of 
women as being somehow closer to nature than men. Mixing organic 
elements with plastics and imitation wood with seeds, the piece illustrates 
how humans are nature and culture, or perhaps more tellingly reflects on 
how it no longer makes any sense to divide the world in this way.

A heart shaped cushion has been altered by the insertion of a flower on each 
of its sides, flowers whose shape alludes to both male and female sexual 
organs. The piece was hung so that both sides could be seen at different 
times to show that human sexuality is often more complex than it seems, its 
an invitation to open up our love to different genders and not to be limitted 
to a monosexual viewpoint.

Anna Maria Staiano, 
Ecogender X (2019)

http://annamariastaiano.com
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Identidades híbridas (2020)
Azul Macas Moreno
instagram.com/bitchoazul

The piece Identidades híbridas (Hybrid Identities) is 
built around the transformation of a part of my body 
deeply associated with gender, the breasts. I carried 
out this transition by sewing pomegranate seeds on 
a stocking which acts as a second skin, revealing my 
body while I create a shape like two scars under my 
breasts, alluding to mastectomy (top surgery). 

By applying pomegranate seeds to my body, I intend 
to embody transformations in which I experience 
ƇǇ˄ƑȪƑǳȾԡǇƇƑǳȾǇȾǇƑȴԡȾƺśȾԡŹǦɉȪԡȾƺƑԡŹǿɉǳƇśȪǇƑȴԡŹƑȾɫƑƑǳԡ
species. Through the creation of nuances between 
plant-animal, I seek to undermine the limits of the 
binary constructions in the human sphere, altering 
anthropocentric conceptions that rank the species that 
inhabit this planet.

Pomegranate seeds, cotton thread and nylon stocking.
Photographs by Aitana Cerdán Campos.

http://www.instagram.com/bitchoazul
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Blue Wedding Book (2009)
Graham Bell Tornado
grahambelltornado.com

This book was produced for use in a collaborative 
performance Blue Wedding to the Sea by Beth 
Stephens and Annie Sprinkle, which took place as 
part of the Venice Biennale in 2009. 

The text Radical Ecology, which the book illustrates, 
was read as part of the performance: 

“Identity Politics are a capitalist smokescreen. The 
structure of power is based on a lack of respect not 
solely for those of us who fail to conform to the 
demands of the dominant power structure -the poor, 
the mad, women, the transgender/queer- but also 
a lack of respect for the ecosystem that supports 
us. Because the basic needs of the human -food, 
heat, water and a decent living environment- are 
not considered to have a high enough value in the 
capitalist system, the resources of the world are 
being plundered at a rate which will soon convert 
the biodiversity of thousands of ecosystems into one 
huge concrete jungle. 

Ultimately capitalism sees the real estate value as the 
most important asset these ecosystems have. And 
as long as we have genetic samples, a few frozen 
specimens and some beautiful nature documentary 
footage of the millions of lifeforms we have destroyed 
it is not important that they no longer actually exist.”
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http://grahambelltornado.com
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Pride
#EcoQueerPlanet
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Thierry Alexandre   
 web: thierryalexandre.com   
 insta: vivethierry
Agrocuir   
 web: festivalagrocuir   
 insta: agrocuir
Anne Barton de Mayor   
 insta: abadia_seven

  villafrancadelarte
Aitana Cerdán Campos   
Toni Cordero   
 insta: tonocromatic
E*T*F* collective
Mery Favaretto Sut   
 web: vimeo.com/merisma   
 insta: mery.sut
Institute of Queer Ecology   
 web: queerecology.org 
 insta: queerecology
William James   

web: https://books.google.es/
books?id=-eefz0RF96UC
&printsec=copyright&redir_
esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false

Martin Kámen   
 web: martinkamen.cz   
 insta: @100neon
Azul Macas Moreno   
 insta: bitchoazul
Bea Millón   
 insta: beatriz.millon

Cristina Polop    
 web: cristinapolop.com   
 insta: cristinapolop
Fran Quiroga   
 web: franquiroga.gal   
 insta: fran_quiroga
Marco Ranieri   
 web: marcoranieri.org 
 insta: _marcoranieri_
Lourdes Santamaria   
 insta: marylou.blasco 

web: http://campusaltea.edu.umh.es/es/
lourdes-santamaria-blasco/

Chiara Sgaramella   
 web: chiarasgaramella.com   
 insta: @_chiara_sgaramella_
Pilar Soto   
 web: pilar-soto.wix   
 insta: pilarsoto.art
Anna Maria Staiano   
 web: annamariastaiano.com
Beth Stephens & Annie Sprinkle 
 web: sprinklestephens.org  
 insta: ebethstephens, anniesprinkled 
Samantha Sweeting   
 insta: samanthaksweeting
Edward Vicens Luna   
 web: edwardvicensluna.blogspot.com
Graham Bell Tornado 
 web: grahambelltornado.com
La Erreria (House of Bent) 
 web: erreriahouseofbent.com 
 insta: erreria.graham_bell_tornado

Artists
#EcoQueerPlanet


